Expression of fetal and neonatal hepatic functions by mouse hepatoma-rat hepatoma hybrids.
In order to analyze the mechanisms implicated in the expression of differentiated functions during development, we have studied ten hybrid clones arising from fusion of cells of a mouse hepatoma characterized by the expression of only fetal hepatic functions with those of a rat hepatoma which express, like adult hepatocytes, a set of neonatal as well as fetal hepatic functions. The cells of most hybrid clones contain one set of chromosomes of each parent and coexpress the hepatic functions common to both parents. Among the hepatic proteins characteristic of only one parental line, some continue to be expressed while others are extinguished. The three functions out of the eight examined which are subject to extinction are expressed uniquely by the rat parental cells and appear only near or at birth during normal liver development. These results suggest that regulatory mechanisms (whose final effect is negative) operate in fetal cells to inhibit the expression of differentiated functions limited to a later stage of development.